One of the great strengths of the roller blind is
its beautiful simplicity. This is proved by the
fact that it is still the most popular of all blind
types despite having been around, in one form
or another, for many centuries.
Simple to operate, fast to install, little to go
wrong. Functional, durable, beautiful. No
wonder we still love them.

SolarisTM roller shades are all of this – no
more and no less.
Positioned at the entry-level of our roller
shades programme, SolarisTM is an economical
option.
But that doesn’t mean it is a
compromise on quality.
Backed by a five year warranty, these blinds
are made to the same exacting standards as all
our blinds. Quick and easy to fit and available
in 32mm, 40mm and 45mm systems to cover
most window sizes.
Supplied with manual chain operation and
white hardware only, this is the system to use
on price-conscious projects where a
straightforward and dependable roller blind is
required.
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For options such as motorisation, crank handle
operation, cassettes and fascia profiles, other
hardware colours, or larger sizes, you will find
all you need within other members of our
roller shades family. Please see the back of
this brochure for an overview of the range.

SolarisTM : Brighter Shading TM
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Mounting Brackets
Stove enamelled finish to
galvanised steel.
Suitable for top, face or side fix
installations.
Minimal light gap between the
blind and any recess.

•
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Nickel plated brass, stainless steel
or plastic chain.
Smooth and silent operation.
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•
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Type 1 – 20mm diameter
aluminium
Type 2 – 35 x 18mm teardrop
aluminium
Welded fabric pocket with
weight bar also available

•
•

Plunger end System
A sprung loaded plunger end
allows for quick and easy
installation by a single
individual, even on larger
blinds.

Patented universal side control operating unit featuring stainless steel wrap spring clutch mechanism.
The control end unit features a locking feature to secure the unit into the bracket.

OTHER AVAILABLE SYSTEMS:

The above table is for guidance only.
Calculations are based on fabric of 450g/m2
weight and 0.5mm thickness. If you have
specific requirements which you cannot see
here, please contact us.
In line with our policy of continuous product
development, we reserve the right to alter
specifications without notice.
*All warranties are subject to our terms and
conditions, available on request.

FABRICS:
For the ultimate roller shades, we combine the
high-quality hardware featured in this
brochure with high –performance fabrics. WE
only work with flame retardant fabrics and
offer a wide choice of plain, sunscreen,
blackout or film materials.
Why not personalise your roller shade? Ask
about our digital print service. Include your
logo, message or photographs to create a truly
bespoke finished product.
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